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Close Mowing
ÌÌÌÌ Summer Patch
Traffic Tolerance
ÌÌÌÌ Stem Rust
Turf Density
ÌÌÌÌ Dollar Spot
Spring Greenup
ÌÌÌÌÌ Genetic Color
Sudden Impact is a new addition to Jacklin’s elite Kentucky bluegrass line-up and was
thoroughly tested as J-2870.
Sudden Impact provides exceptionally high quality turf at fairway mowing heights of ½” to
homeowner mowing heights of 3”.
Extremely well adapted to all bluegrass climates in the Northeast, North Central,
Intermountain West, and Transition zones.

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS
ELITE TURF PERFORMANCE: Widely adapted
to full sun and light shade, coast to coast,
Sudden Impact is a difference0maker in blends
and mixtures. Very dark green with beautiful turf
texture…this variety makes an “impact” on
quality bluegrass turf!

DISEASE PERFORMANCE: Recent 2007 NTEP
data indicates very good overall disease
resistance. In these trials, Sudden Impact
exhibited very good resistance to summer
patch and stem rust, with improved resistance
to dollar spot and leaf spot.

FAIRWAY TOUGH:
With very strong
establishment, Sudden Impact’s 2006 NTEP
performance excellent for density, traffic
tolerance, and tolerance to fairway mowing
heights. Added up, it makes for beauty and
playability.

IDEAL FOR BLENDS AND MIXES: Sudden
Impact is an ideal component for blending with
other elite Jacklin bluegrasses or for mixing
with top performing Jacklni perennial
ryegrasses, fine fescues, and turf-type tall
fescue. It’s excellent color, density and strong
overall turf quality will complement and
improve all mixes.

SUPERIOR TURF DENSITY: With exceptional
year ‘round density and strong summer
persistence, Sudden Impact provides strong
natural resistance to the establishment of
weeds.
IMPROVED
SPRING
PERFORMANCE:
Exhibiting good spring green-up and very little
seedhead development, Sudden Impact will
make a big difference in the spring quality of
your bluegrass turf for home, sport, sod
production and golf.

For Kentucky bluegrass blends: 2-3 lbs./1,000
sq.ft. (10-15g per sq. meter)
For Perennial ryegrass and fine fescue: mix to
suite with 70-90% Sudden Impact.
For Turf-type Tall Fescue: 10-15% Sudden Impact
improves uniformity, density and texture.

